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FROM PERRUCHE AFFAIR TO PAUL BLANC'S REPORT. CURRENT DEBATES
ON THE HANDICAP IN FRANCE
Author(s): Corinne Delmas
In the continuity of reflexions on the conditions under which the handicap
became the objec t of a public  policy in the Seventies and on the construc tion of
a policy of the handicap - as well as that of the old people -, we wil l  be
interested in the current consensus on the need for reforming the latter (and on
the absence of consensus on the objec tives to reach and the means to be
applied), by analyzing the urgence of this debate, political, legal and c ivi l
embarrassment caused by the Perruche affair, c l inical reali ty as well as the
soc ial reality of medic ine which is not able to make its standards accepted, i ts
operation nor i ts manner of seeing things, which requires us to go back to the
base of this "total soc ial fac t" which medic ine has become, which Michel
Foucault calls the bio-capac ity. We have to also study the place of handicapped
people in soc iety and professional space. We wil l  study the stakes of this debate
and expertise produced, in particular that produced by the Senate's Commission
of the Soc ial Affairs (the partic ipation of i ts members, i ts work, the final report of
Paul Blanc and its reception).
 
 
CONSTITUTING BOUNDARIES WITHIN MENTAL HEALTH CARE: TENSIONS,
HIERARCHIES AND THE POLITICS OF DISTRIBUTION
Author(s): Chris McLean and Andreas Hild
The osc il lation between action as determined and action as determining has
been a major feature of soc ial theory and one which theorists have tried to
overcome within their work. For example, rather than reduc ing ac tion merely to
an individual agent or member of the collec tive, or to the effec t of the struc ture
or system, ac tion is viewed the performance of a spec ific  collec tive (Gomart &
Hennion, 1999). This is i l lustrated by the work of Suchman (1987) in which she
describes the way in which situated ac tion must be understood in terms of
collec tive ac tion. Thus, rather than viewing 'interests' and 'norms' as stable, these
must be examined with regard to the local situations in which the continual
process of constitution and accomplishment takes place. This focus on situated
action c learly l inks to the ways in which boundaries and tensions relating to
competing notions of prac tice are constituted and negotiated. For instance,
Garfinkel provides an interesting i l lustration within his analysis of c l inical
prac tice, in terms of the tensions between the situated or everyday practices of
c l inic ians, and prac tices of accounting and management, such as form-fi l l ing.
This paper seeks to examine a range of problems and issues relating to the
production of accounts and the constitution of boundaries by focusing on the
relationship between practices, ac tions, subjec t/objec t positions and relations.
For instance, writers such as Callon and Latour have suggested that within an
ethnomethodological approach insuffic ient emphasis is placed on the presence
of objec ts, as ethnomethodologists are sti l l  concerned with the interac tion of
subjec t and objec t, human and non-human, agent and struc ture (Gomart &
Hennion, 1999:245). Moreover, Gomart & Hennion suggest rather than undoing
the model of human action, the situated-action approach is viewed as merely
allowing the cognitive capac ities of humans to migrate to objec ts. In particular,
they suggest that the focus should be upon the process of mediation and the way
in which objec t-mediators (which are rendered as prolongations of ac tions
already initiated elsewhere) do not merely relay and repeat ac tions, but also
transform them in different and sometimes surprising ways. Thus, events are not
l imited to origins, determinants or effec ts… "as mediation is a turn towards what
emerges, what is shaped and composed, what cannot be reduced to an
interac tion of causal objec ts and intentional persons. The network is not a black
pool in which to drop, di lute, c ritic ise, and lose the subjec t. It is on the contrary
an opening - pried lose with a partly rhetorical l iberation of things and an
attentiveness to spaces, dispositions, and events - which releases us from the
insoluble opposition between natural determination and human wil l . 'Mediation'
al lows the course of the world to return to the centre of analysis" (Gomart &
Hennion, 1999:226). In other words, each element of the network 'relays' and
'prolongs' the ac tion of the collec tive without being the source itself. Thus the
capac ity to be strategic  should be described as the effec t of an assoc iation of a
heterogeneous network and not merely assigned to a human ac tor (Callon and
Latour, 1997). In contrast, others critique this focus on processes (Button 1993)
and suggest that such an approach fai ls to ful ly examine the various techniques
and embedded working prac tices with respect to the way they emerge
concurrently in relation to other elements within the network. Furthermore, this
approach is c ritic ised with regard to problems of inc lusion and exc lusion, the
cutting of the network, and finally, the issue of how do you speak on behalf of
others within these complex networks of relations and how do we understand the
issue of power and politics in terms of the constitution of boundaries. In
particular, this paper seeks to examine this final issue in relation to the process by
which certain boundaries are presupposed and constituted with a focus upon the
role of spec ific  information prac tices underlying the organization and
management of mental health care. For example, this wil l  inc lude reviewing the
role of the CPA and needs assessment with regard to relations between different
disc ipl inary groups (e.g. soc ial workers and c l inic ians), and patients and
c linic ians. More spec ifically we wil l  examine the process by which these
approaches attempt to overcome a range of problems relating to disc ipl inary
boundaries underlying mental health care and the role they play in
reconstituting these boundaries, relations and prac tices in complex and
uncertain ways. The empirical research which forms the basis for this study was
performed in a local NHS hospital trust. An ethnographic  style of research was
conducted which involved working within the mental health department on a
number of projec ts inc luding the development and application of the CPA and
the needs assessment process. This case study thus provides some interesting and
insightful i l lustrations of the changing relations between various groups and
individuals involved in the process of mental health care and in particular a
range of issues relating to the production of c redible/legitimate accounts and the
constitution of boundaries. One spec ific  aspect we wish to examine in relation to
this process concerns the hierarchies of distribution and the ordering of accounts.
For instance, while we may talk about the role of heterogeneous engineers in the
process of network building and translation (Law 1997), heterogeneity is quite
different for those who are privi leged and those who are not (Star 1991). Thus,
the ways in which distributions of power and a multipl ic ity of completing truths
are recursively woven into the complex set of relations that underl ie particular
c irculations of ac tors (Law 1997), is an area which requires further and more
detailed examination. Rather than examining accounts as providing the 'truth' or
merely tel l ing a 'story', i t is vital to examine the way in which some distributions
and truths take precedence and become stable features of the setting compared
to others, the different forms resistance that may emerge (see Fujimura 1991;
Star 1991), and the ways in which certain objec t/subjec t positions and
boundaries are presupposed and constituted. In particular, this paper wil l
examine these questions in relation to the role of information prac tices in
framing representations of the past and the sequenc ing of events in the present,
espec ial ly when one group's visibi l i ty comes at the expense of another's
suffering, or where what might be considered as the categories of the powerful
become partial ly embedded within certain prac tices and arti fac ts and taken for
granted as given (Bowker and Star, 1999:320). For instance, Law (1997) states
that a celebration of diversity is an empty gesture without the presence of a
politics that establishes the conditions for i ts exerc ise. While he may suggest that
we should seek to distinguish what is right from what is wrong at a local level,
how do we actually achieve this in prac tice? For instance, while boundaries,
orderings and c lassifications are required in order to access the 'past', 'present'
and 'future', i t is important that the development and stabil ization of standards
and c lassifications are not taken as universal or given. In other words, there needs
to be room to examine this process in more detai l  without relying on a priori
notions of time, representation (see Lynch and Woolgar, 1990), and universali ty.
One way to start thinking around this issue involves examining the way in which
we l ive in a world of complex and partial ly connected orderings (Haraway 1991b;
Strathern 1991) that may support, undermine and generally interfere with each
other in different and uncertain ways and based on alternative notions of spac ing
and timing (Law 1997). Thus, i t is not possible to grasp an ordering as if one
singular or transparent time or flat space exists, as our world is one of
multipl ic ities of interconnectedness and in order to recognize this within our
accounts we need new ways of 'knowing' and 'speaking about' these distributions
without flatterning difference into plural ism. Additionally, c learly no piece of
soc ial research can ever be amoral or apolitical. However, the way in which we
either explic itly or implic itly deal with such issues is c ruc ial, and needs to be
considered further i f we are to understand the implications surrounding notions of
poli tics, ethics, distributions, and the making of judgements in our accounts
(Hull, 1999). Thus, with the aid of i l lustrations from an ethnographic  study
performed within a mental health department, this paper wil l  explore these issues
in further depth. In particular, this wil l  involve focusing on the prac tices of needs
assessment, and the role of a spec ific  form-fi l l ing process in constituting subjec t
and objec t positions (in terms of both patients and mental health workers), the
ways in which competing truths undermine, support and within complex networks
of relations, and the problems relating to the production of accounts which
neither rely on c laims of objec tivity or independence, but remain as a credible
in terms of the accounting process.
 
 
COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE IN ITALY
Author(s): D. Secondulfo
The paper shows data from a survey held in Parma (Italy) asking to a sample of
people which kind of doctors or healing therapist they had contac ted during the
past year. The survey dates from 1996. Results shows that a 27% of consumers
contacted also a non-medical therapist, most of them omeopathy, sc iatzu, and
few others, with spec ific  motivations. One of the main differences between
